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ABSTRACT 
By the application of Kronecker products a Riccati differential system strongly 
coupled in its quadratic terms is reduced to another one to which the successive 
approximation method is applicable. An iterative algorithm for solving the problem 
and an error bound for the approximate solutions in terms of data are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many interesting control problems lead to coupled Riccati matrix equa- 
tions. Examples of such situation are singular [2] and hybrid system control 
[8] and nonzero sum differential games [4, 111. Depending on the problem 
considered, different coupling terms may appear. However, in all the above- 
mentioned cases the systems are difficult to solve. A general class of coupled 
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Riccati 
G = QlW + fwK, + ww) + h%,w, 
+ G%,w2 + K2%!AwG + w,,(wL 
~,=Qz(t)+Bz(t)K,+K,A,(t)+K,S,(t)K, 
+ W&)K, + K,S&)& + K,S&)K,, 
K,(Q) = K,,¶ K&f) = hf. (1.1) 
Note that only the quadratic terms are coupled in (1.1) and that the 
coefficients are time-varying matrix functions with values in the set of square 
real matrices (elements of R,,,). Systems of the type (1.1) generalize Riccati 
systems appearing in the problem of finding the equilibrium Nash strategies 
of nonzero sum differential games with quadratic cost functionals [ll]. For 
the time-invariant case and under some assumptions relating the constant 
coefficients, different parameter imbedding methods have been developed to 
obtain numerical or series solutions [4, 91, but they do not provide error 
estimates for the approximate solutions. 
The aim of this paper is to show that by means of algebraic transforma- 
tions based on Kronecker products and appropriate matrix norms, the succes- 
sive approximation method may be used to solve (1.1). This leads to an 
algorithm that is easy to implement and whose convergence conditions are 
clearly stated in terms of data. Furthermore, an estimation of the approxima- 
tion error in terms of data is given. 
The solution procedure presented here may be considered as a continua- 
tion of the method proposed in [6] to solve coupled Lyapunov equations. For 
the time-invariant case, under further assumptions such as Qs = cuQi, where 
(Y is a scalar, an explicit solution has been proposed in [l]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some concepts 
and properties related to the relationships between Kronecker products and 
norms of matrices. Also, certain norm inequalities relating certain matrix 
functions that will be used in the obtention of the algorithm are proved. 
Section 3 concerns the study of convergence conditions, error bounds, and 
the explicit expression of the approximate solutions. 
2. KRONECKER PRODUCTS AND MATRIX NORMS 
We begin this section by recalling some concepts that will be used below. 
If A and B are matrices in R,,, and Rkxs respectively, then the Kronecker 
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product of A and B, denoted by A@ B, is defined as the partitioned matrix 
A@B= 
If A E R,xn, we denote 
a,,B a,,B ... alnB 
a,,B a,B ... azn B 
amlB 
Note that if A = [A, A,], then 
. 
vet A = 
If M, N, and P are matrices of suitable dl~ltkons, and PT denotes the 
transposed matrix of P, then from the column lemma [ll], one gets 
vec(MNP) = (PT@M)vecN. (2.1) 
The Frobenius norm of a matrix A E R n Xn is defined by 
llAllF = ( !l ~lluijlz)‘;2 
In the sequel only the Frobenius norm is used; therefore it will be simply 
denoted by 11 11. 
The following properties are then verified for A E R, xn and B E R n xp: 
IIAII = Ilvec AIL 
IIABII G IIAII IIBIL 
IlA@BlI = II4 IIBII. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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Finally, if Fij E R,,, for 16 i, j G 2, then 
Ilk 2lll G 4max{ [IFjill; 1 Q i, j G 2}. (2.5) 
A proof of (2.3) may be found in [S, p. 2741, the equality (2.4) is easy to prove 
taking into account the definition of the Frobenius norm and Kronecker 
product, and (2.5) is obvious. 
For the sake of clarity in the statement of next result we introduce the 
following constants: 
P(t)=max{IIS,i(t)ll,i=1,2}, ~(t)=max()lS,,(t)(l,l~i, jG%i+ j]. 
(2.6) 
The following theorem may be now stated: 
THEOREM 1. Let A;(t), B,(t), S,,( t ) be the matrix functions appearing 
in (l.l), let K,, Pi be matrices in R,,, for i = 1,2, and let L,(t) = Z@B,(t)+ 
A:(t)@Z. Let K = [K,, Z&l, and let us consider, for i = 1,2,3, the matrix 
finctions ‘k, : [to, tf] x Rz,,2 x 1 + R,,z x 1 defined by the expressions 
\Ir,(t,vecK) = 
K$K, K,T@K1 + K@K, 
K@K,+ K,T@K, K;@ K, 
X 
\k,( t,vec K) = 
(Kl@Kg)vec&(t) 1 (Kr@K,)vecS,,(t) f 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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Then if P = [PI, P,], the following ineqwzlities hold: 
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(2.10) 
jI?I;(t,vecK) - *3(t,vecP)JJG ~(~)(ll~ll+IIPII)IIve~~ - vecpll. (2.12) 
Proof. (2.10): From the definition of \k,, we have 
\k,(t,vecK)-\k,(t,vecP)= 
L,(t)[vecK,-vecP,] 
I L,(t)[vecK,-vecP,] ’ 
(2.13) 
Taking norms in (2.13), it follows that 
(I\k,(t,vecK)-\k,(t,vecP)((~2((vecK-vecPl(max{l[Li(t)((;i=1,2}. 
(2.14) 
From the definition of Li( t ), and taking into account (2.4) and that 11 Z11 = n’j2, 
it follows that 
II’,(‘)II~II”‘i(‘)II+IIA~(‘)~‘I((=~”2(IIB,(t)II+(IAi<~>II). (2.15) 
From (2.6), (2.14), and (2.15) one concludes (2.10). 
(2.11): From the definition of q2 given by (2.8), we have 
\k,(t,vecK) -\k,(t,vecP) 
vecfL(t) x vec&(t) . [ 1 (2.16) 
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Considering the decomposition 
K~@Kj-P,T@Pj=(K~-PP,T)OKj+P~c3(Kj-Pj), 16 i, j < 2, 
(2.17) 
it follows that 
From (2.18) and (2.4) it follows that 
)I KT@Kj - PT@Pj (1 G II Ki - 4 II II Kj II + II Pi II II Kj - Pj II 
G (llKll+ IIPII)IIvec K - vet PII. (2.19) 
If 1~ i, j < 2, with i # j, from (2.17) we have 
K;@Kj + K;@Ki - PiT@Pj - Pi’@P, 
= K’@Ki - PiT@Pj + KY@ Ki - PjT@Pi 
=(K~-P,~.)C~K~+P~C+(K~-P~)+(K~-P~)G~K~+P~T~(K~-P~) 
(2.20) 
Taking norms in (2.20) and taking into account (2.4), one gets 
IIK@K~+K;~K~-P,T~P~-P;BP,II 
</(KT- P$8Kjll+llP,r@(Kj- P,)(l 
+II(K;-P;)@Kill+(lP;@(Ki-Pi)Il 
G II Ki - Pi II 11 Kj (I + II Pi II I( Kj - Pj I( + I( Kj - Pj (I II Ki II + II Pj II II Ki - pi II 
~2(ll~l)+IlPll)ll~e~~-~e~PII. 
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Hence and from (2.5), (2.16), (2.3), it follows that 
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and thus (2.11) is proved. 
(2.12): Taking norms in the equality 
\k,(t,vec K) - \k,(t,vecP) = 
[ 
(K,T~K2-PZT~PP2)vecS,,(t) 
(KT~K,-P:~P,)vecS,,(t) 1 
and considering (2.3) (2.17), and (2.18), the inequality (2.12) is directly 
established. n 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we are going to consider the initial value problem (1.1). If 
we introduce Kronecker products in the two members of each equation of 
(l.l), and take into account the column lemma [ll], it follows that 
+(KTOK,)vecSll(t)+(K2TOKI)vecS,,(t)+(KTBK,)vecSzl(t). 
vet K,( tf) = vet K,f. vet K,( tf ) = vet K,, (34 
If L,(t) for i =1,2 are defined as in Theorem 1, Q(t)= [Ql(t),Qz(t)], 
s(t) = [s,(t), Ut>l, K(t) = [KXt), K,(t)], and K(tf) = [KIf, Kzfl, then the 
system (3.1) may be written as 
$vecK(t) = F(t,vecK(t)), vecK(tf)=vec[Klf,Kzf], (3.2) 
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where F : [to, t,-] x R 2n~ x 1 --* R 2n~ x 1 is the matrix function defined by 
F(t,vecK)=vecQ(t)+~,(t,vecK)+\k,(t,vecK)+\k,(t,vecK), (3.3) 
and qi, for i = 1,2,3, are defined by (2.7)-(2.9). 
If we assume that the coefficient matrix functions Ai( Bi(t), and 
Si j( t ), for 1 < i, j < 2, are continuous, then the following constants are finite: 
The next result is an easy consequence of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Let us ussume that the matrix function.s Ai( R,(t), 
Qi(t), and si ‘(t) are continuous on the interval [t,, tf] for 1~ i, j < 2. Let 
6 ’ 0, K, = iK,f> K,fl, Y = IlK,ll+ 8, K = [K,, &I E Rnxzn, P = [PI> Pg.1 
ER nxen such that [(K - Kfl( <S, J/P - K,JI < 6. Then if F is the matrix 
j&&on defined by (3.3) the following Lipschitz condition holds: 
IIF(t,vecK)-F(t,vecP)II<pllvecK-vecP(I (3.5) 
where 
p = 2(2 arn1j2 + Spy + vy ). (3.6) 
The next lemma provides an upper bound for the matrix function 
F(t,vecK), when t lies in [to, tf] and IIK - Krll < S. Let CJ be defined by the 
expression 
(3.7) 
Then the following result holds: 
COROLLARY 3. Let K, = [Klf, K2f], 6 > 0; let q, 77, p, CY be defined by 
(3.6) and (2.7); and suppose that K = [K,, K,] satisfies IJK - Kfll < 6. Then 
if y = IIKfll+ 6, it follows that 
sup{ IJF(t,vecK)JI;tO< t it,-, IIK- Kfll G a> GM, (3.8) 
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where 
M = q + 4aryn’/2 + (8P + dy2- 
forall tE [t,,tf]. (3.10) 
Proof. Taking P = 0 in (2.10) yields 
]]\k,(t,vec K) ]I < 4~r”~y 
If we take P = 0 in (2.11) we get 
]]\k,(t,vecK)j]<8B~~ 
Finally taking P = 0 in (2.12) yields 
]]\k,(t,vecK)IIGny2 
From (3.3) for t E [to, tfl, IIK - Kfll =G 6, one gets 
forall t= [t,,tf]. 
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(3.9) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
IIF(t,vecK)IIgq+II\k,(t,vecK)II+Il\k,(t,vecK)II+II\E,(t,vecK)I). 
Hence and from (3.10)-(3.12) (3.8) follows, with M given by (3.9). n 
The following theorem gives the explicit expression of the approximations 
of the exact solution of (1.1) and an upper bound for the approximation error. 
THEOFUXM~. Let 6 > 0, y = IIKrll+ 6, and let M be the constant defined 
by the expression (3.9). If r = min{ tf - to, S/M } and the coefficient matrix 
jimction.s A,(t), Bi(t), pi(t), and Sij(t), for 1~ i, j G 2, are continuous on 
the inte-rd [t,, tf], then the problem (1.1) has a unique solution K(t) on the 
interval [ tf - r, t,-1, such that K(t) is the Frobenius norm limit of the 
sequence of successive approximations { KCp)( t )}, a 0, where 
K(P) = 
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are given by 
IqO’( t) = K,,, i = 1,2, 
and 
+pP’w%ww( ) u + KI”‘(u)S,,(u)Kf” + K~“‘(u)S,,(u)K~“‘(u)] du. 
(3.13) 
Moreover, for t E [ tr - r, t,-1, the upper bound of error for the p th approxi- 
mation is given by 
(3.14) 
where p is given by (3.6). 
Proof. From Corollary 3, the function F( t, vet K) defined by (3.3) 
satisfies the Lipschitz condition (3.5)-(3.6), and for (t, K) such that to Q t Q 
tr, )[I< - Kfll < 6, the norm IIF(t,vec K)ll is bounded by M defined by (3.9). 
Now, from the successive approximation theorem [3, Chapter 5; 71, the 
unique solution of the problem (3.2) on the interval [ tf - r, tf] is given by the 
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Frobenius norm limit vet K( t ) of the sequence {vet K(p)( t )}, ~ a, where 
vet K(O)( t ) = vet K f, and 
= WC Kf + 
i[ 
t ~~(~)+B~(U)K~~)(~)+K~)(U)A~(~)+K(IP’(U)S~~(~)K~~)(U) du 
t, Qz(u)+ &(u)Kp’(u)+ Kp’(u)A,(u)+ K~‘(u)S&u)K~‘(u) 1 
K!P’(u)~(u)K~‘(u)+K~‘(u)~(u)K1P’(u)+K~’(u)S,,(u)K~‘(u) du 
K$“(u)S,,(u)K~“(u)+ K~P’(u)S,,(u)K~‘(u) + KIP’(u)S&u)KIP’(u) 3 
(3.15) 
Taking into account the column lemma [ll], the sum of the two integrands 
appearing on the right hand side of (3.15) is equivalent to the following 
expression: 
where 
W,(“)(u) =Ql(u)+ BI(u)KiP’(u)+ KiP’(u)A,(u)+ K~P’(u)S,,(U)K~~‘(U) 
+ K&p’(u)S,,(u)K~P’(u) + K$“‘(u)S,,(U)K$~‘(U)+ K~P’(u)S,,(u)K~P’(u) 
(3.16) 
Equation (3.13) is directly obtained using (3.15) and (3.16). 
The upper bound of the error for the pth approximation is given by the 
theorem of successive approximations [3, 71. n 
REMARK 1. It should be noted that the convergence interval [tf - r, tr] 
has a radius r = mm{ tr - to, 6/M } that depends on the ratio 6/M, where S 
is a free positive number, while M is a function of 6 as given by (3.9). Thus, 
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it is of interest to find a value of 6 such that 6/M is maximized. From (3.9) 
we have 
+ (2~ + 16/?)IjZ+ll+4~&~ + (S/3 + T#. 
Assuming that the entries of Q(t) = [Qr(t), Q2(t)] and Si .(t) for 1~ i, j < 2 
are not identically zero, then the constants o and /3 or 7 d efined by (3.7) and 
(2.6), respectively, are strictly positive, and an easy computation yields that 
the minimum of [r(6)]-‘, which coincides with the maximum of r(6), is 
obtained at the value of S equal to 
S* = ([o +4cwn’/21(Kfll+ (SD + n)IIKfl12] -‘(Sp + ~)]1’2. (3.17) 
Thus, given the Cauchy condition K(tf) = K,, and considering the algorithm 
proposed in Theorem 4, with the value of 6 given by (3.17), one gets the 
biggest convergence interval for the sequence of approximate solutions 
defined by (3.13). 
The authors are grateful to the referee for his kind suggestions. 
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